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Middle Years 
Working Together for School Success 

 
Short Stops 
• The Power of Zero – Help your child understand the importance of turning in every 

assignment. Have her add up several of her grades (97 + 89 + 93 = 279) and divide by the 
number of grades to get her average (279 ÷ 3 = 93). Then, ask her to change the last grade to 
zero and average again – suddenly, the 93 becomes 62. 

 
• Great Advice! – Do you want to raise the odds that your middle school student will actually 

follow your advice? Get his input. Instead of saying, “Setting your alarm 10 minutes earlier will 
keep you from scrambling to get ready every morning,” try, “I’ve been running late in the 
mornings, too. What ideas do you think could help us?” 

 
• Did You Know? – Just a few minutes of physical activity can immediately improve your 

middle grader’s concentration. Remind her to use her distance-learning or study breaks to 
move around. She could write quick ideas on slips of paper (“Dance to a song,” “Do 5 jumping 
jacks”) and pick one to do between classes or subjects. 

Kindness Makes a Difference 
Clue your middle schooler in on this formula for a happier, more successful life:  When he is kind 
and sees kindness in others, he will feel better about himself and the world around him – and 
others will view him more favorably, too. You may want to try the ideas listed below. 

 
Be a Detective – Challenge your tween to spot kind acts throughout the day and jot them down in 
a pocket notebook. He might notice someone stepping aside to let him pass on the sidewalk, for 
instance. How many kindnesses can be found in one day? Make it a point to call out his kind acts, 
too.  (“It was kind of you to offer your seat on the bus to that woman holding her baby.”) 
 
Watch for Opportunities – Suggest that your middle grader think of safe ways to assist people 
who are struggling or lonely. Maybe he’ll make cards or bookmarks for nursing home residents or 
have a virtual game night with younger cousins who miss seeing friends. 

Look On the Bright Side 
Having a good attitude toward school can help your tween learn more. Here are some 
suggestions on how to nurture positive thinking: 
 
 Use Upbeat Language – Encourage your child to reframe negative remarks. “We get too 

much homework in Math” becomes “All this practice means I‘ll remember the formulas.” Let 
her hear you talk up school, too. (“Your art teacher gives really interesting assignments!”) 

 
 Act As a Cheerleader – Show your tween that you believe in her and expect her to do well. 

Regularly ask to see or hear about work she’s proud of, such as a poem she wrote in English 
or a solo she’s working on in chorus. 

 



Kitchen Chemistry 
Holiday baking is a science – literally! Talk about these physical and chemical reactions while 
making treats with your middle grader. 
 

1. What happens when you melt butter? – When energy (heat) is added to a solid, like butter, 
it causes the atoms to speed up – and the butter becomes a liquid. This is an example of a 
physical reaction. Together, observe what happens when melted butter cools again. It turns 
back into a solid because the atoms slow down. 

 
2. What makes cakes rise? – Have your tween mix one teaspoon of baking soda with one 

tablespoon of vinegar. He’ll see bubbles, signaling a chemical reaction. In a cake recipe, 
baking soda reacts with acidic ingredients like vinegar, lemon juice, or buttermilk to release 
carbon dioxide, and the expanding gases make the cake rise. 

Q & A:  Screen Addiction? 
Q:  I think my son is addicted to screens. He only wants to play video games in his free time and 

can’t seem to go a minute without checking his phone. What should I do? 
 
A:   While “screen addiction” isn’t an official diagnosis, excessive screen use can be connected to 

anxiety and depression. Is your child’s usage creating a negative effect on him? Consult his 
pediatrician if you notice any of these red flags: 

 
 He can’t control his screen use, lies about it, or has lost interest in other activities.  
 His screen time interferes with sleep, school, or relationships. 
 Screens are his main source of happiness or comfort. 

 
You can help your son or daughter cut back by setting limits for the whole family. By doing so, 
they’re not watching others play on their phones when they can’t use theirs. Finally, encourage 
them to fill downtime with screen-free activities they enjoy, perhaps running or drawing.  
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